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Slurping Soba, Twirling Spaghetti:
Etiquette, Fascism, and Pleasure

At this point in our battered histories, what might justify troubling ourselves about such a dainty subject as etiquette, a
topic seemingly more appropriate for Miss Manners and the latest advice book on how to be a success in the upper realms of
global capitalism? There are both dramatic and intimate answers to this question. The dramatic response has to do with how
etiquette figures in the structuring of power; the more intimate, with how the practices of etiquette make communal life—
meals, conversations, dancing, sports, erotics—more pleasurable. Let us begin with the more intimate.
Not too long ago, I was on my first snow-shoeing hike with a friend on a cross-country ski trail in the Sierras. Not
used to the situation, I was slogging along over tracks made by skiers touring the area. My friend informed me that it was bad
manners to walk on the grooves because it impeded the glide of the skiers. A year later, I took up cross-country skiing
myself. Trails in resorts are groomed by large tractors with a device in the front that cuts two sets of parallel tracks, one set on
opposite borders of a large smoothed trail in between. The tracks, I was told, were followed as one would drive in traffic,
staying to the right. As I struggled to learn how to control my movements down the steeper slopes, I would glide around a
blind corner, see people coming up the wrong direction, and, not having sufficient control, would have to fall down to prevent
myself from hitting them. Or as I would round a bend, there would be a large group standing chatting blocking the trail, and
again my only resort was to hurl myself ingloriously into the snow bank, sometimes hurting myself. Over the weeks as I got
a sense of the situation, I came to appreciate the choreography of the tracks, how being observant of the appropriate directions
and keeping off the tracks when not in them left room for the graceful and sensual strides that make cross-country skiing so
attractive. The manners of the course were designed to promote the inherent pleasures of the activity.
During the same period of time, I was also engaging in an exercise program called White Cloud Yoga or Gyrotonic, a
brilliant system designed by Juliu Horvath, a former Olympic athlete from Rumania. At one point in his career, he had gone
to a hatha yoga retreat which affected him so deeply that he was inspired to develop a synthesis of the strengthening regimes

he knew from Olympic physical training with the depth of consciousness and bodily release that he found in hatha yoga. He
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began to craft baroquely complex Nautilus-like machines that are designed to evoke the infinite ranges of muscular
movement within the body. Unlike practices using standard Western machines, however, his devices evoke endless
complexity. The regimen he teaches encourages people to use the machines in the manner of hatha yoga, slowly and
precisely enough that one is constantly in touch with one’s inner experience, allowing the maximum stretches, rotations, and
expansions to take place. After a lifetime of avoiding such systems because I found them either painful or boring, I found this
system sensually pleasurable and almost miraculously effective in toning my aging muscles.
After six months of working with a highly skilled and sensitive trainer learning a sequence to follow, I arrived for my
hour-long session in the midst of a tightly-scheduled day. My trainer was sitting in a corner of the studio with three other
exercitants in a circle where they were doing some sort of self-massage which I had not seen before. He softly ordered me to
join them. The instructions that had a heavy overlay of exotic interpretations: ‘massaging the webs between your fingers
evokes the movements behind your ankles,’ ‘pressing the backs of your calves relieves the pressure in your brain,’ etc. Since I
often do such movements myself, I did not want to waste my very constricted time and the considerable fee I was paying
doing such things. After about fifteen minutes, becoming increasingly restless, I said, “May I ask a question?” My trainer, a
gentle yogic person with whom I had been working fruitfully for these many months, turned towards me like an angry dog
and growled, “No, this is not the place to ask questions.” I continued, “But how long are we going to do this?” He looked at
me angrily and said I was disrupting the concentration of other people. “You should know after all these months that you may
ask questions only of me privately after we are finished.” I replied, “But I’ve never done this before, I didn’t know how long
it would last.” He rapidly finished the session and stalked away, visibly furious. I called after him asking if he was mad at
me. He snapped back, “I’m not allowed to be angry!”
I tell these two stories because each is a recent version of two very different kinds of etiquette familiar to me over my
lifetime. In the snow, the rules are clearly meant to enhance the pleasure of the skiers; deliberately to violate them implies
unkindness and disrespect for others, even physical harm. In the workout studio, rules, many of which I didn’t even know,
were mysterious in function. When I was charged with violating one under the argument that it interfered with others, the
justification seemed spurious. The studio is like any exercise studio: people coming and going, phones ringing and being
answered, people chatting about their latest lover or good meal. It was not a zendo with an atmosphere of silent

concentration. In that situation, it was difficult for me to see how my question would disturb the others. Moreover, the rule
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was being used to cajole me into putting up with an activity which I did not want to do and for which I was paying; it was a
maneuver of power, having no discernible relation to the pleasure I typically experience in doing the work. I was in the alltoo-familiar situation of “not knowing,” assuming I was lacking a kind of mastery of the system that was mysterious and
accessible only through deference to authorized protectors of the secrets.

***
150. The grammar of the word “knows” is evidently closely related to that of “can”, “is able to”. But also closely
related to that of “understands”. (‘Mastery’ of a technique,)
151. But there is also this use of the word “to know”: we say “Now I know!”—and similarly “Now I can do it!” and
“Now I
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understand!”

Over the past three decades, I developed a close friendship with three people from the old upperclass. In my relations
with them, both in larger social settings and in more intimate ones, I got a very different sense of manners. Because they
have been raised from infancy within a circle of expert formality, they are masters of the art, making the rules seem natural
and effortless. Like being in the presence of the masters of any art, I learned simply from being with them how to maneuver
in various social gatherings more easily than from books or direct advice. Their mastery of etiquette, learned in childhood,
has the purpose of removing any of the worries and discomforts that might distract from enjoying the pleasures of
conversation and food. They embody a difference between graciousness and sheer formalism. One can follow all the rules
and be a dour dinner companion; in the back wilderness, the grim follower of rules can mar the feelings of awe evoked by
mountain ridges and bright winds. Mastery of good manners ensouls the rules with good humor, and concern for others.
Masters of the art give precedence to function over form, a sense that the pleasures of being together are of more value than
selecting the correct fork for the escargots.

It was very different in my family. Etiquette was for my parents what English was for their forebears, a fully formed
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complex unknown system that had to be learned with great difficulty, and then always with a trace of awkwardness. My
parents, children of immigrants, seemed always to be struggling to figure out what the rules were and how to implement them
if they were to continue to move up the socioeconomic slopes. In that struggle, they always seemed to feel themselves as
outsiders lacking mastery of the rules, not “knowing” what to do. When my family made a shift in my early childhood from
lower working-class into the middle-classes, “etiquette” came to represent the complex set of mysterious rules that were
required of anyone who was longing to be accepted. They seemed to govern every aspect of social behaviors: the setting of
the table and the appropriate moves to be made when sitting there, the proper kinds of clothing for different occasions, the
correct forms of address, formats of letters, postures and gestures, and who knows what else. Pierre Bourdieu accurately
described my childhood situation:
In opposition to the free-and-easy working-class meal, the bourgeoisie is concerned to eat with all due form. Form is
first of all a matter of rhythm, which implies expectations, pauses, restraints; waiting until the last person served has
started to eat, taking modest helpings, not appearing over-eager. A strict sequence is observed. . . Through all the
forms and formalisms imposed on the immediate appetite, what is demanded—and inculcated—is not only a
disposition to discipline food consumption by a conventional structuring which is also a gentle, indirect, invisible
censorship (quite different from enforced privations) and which is an element in an art of living (correct eating, for
example, is a way of paying homage to one’s hosts and to the mistress of the house, a tribute to her care and
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effort).

I was born towards the end of the Great Depression into a family that was just struggling to survive: my father was
working in the Del Monte cannery, his father was a carpenter, my mother’s father was a clerk in a downtown men’s clothing
store. We lived in a lower working-class neighborhood in a house my father built around the corner from a house my
grandfather had built. My grandparents had immigrated from Scandanavia when they were young adults. Their house had an
Old-World feel, permeated with smells of coffee sitting all day on the heater, meatballs and soups always simmering on the
stove, casual eating of ample amounts of food, prepared for the hard-working men. I don’t remember “places being set” or
any talk of propriety. There was an informality with meals usually being taken at a cozy nook in the kitchen. Nor do I
remember vulgarity or rudeness.

Our house was very small, 2 bedrooms, one bathroom, small dining room, and a very small den which was soon
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converted into a bedroom when my mother’s father moved in with us when he lost his job. After World War II ended and my
father began to make more money in the booming California heavy construction industry, the first thing that changed in our
house was table-wear. My parents bought a full set of sterling flatware engraved with “J,” gold-edged Lenox china, fine
damask, and Swedish crystal. They purchased an expensive membership in the Del Paso Country Club. When old friends
came for dinner, we now crowded around the table in our tiny dining room set elaborately according to the rules prescribed
by Emily Post, a new reference book in our house shelved next to the Bible. Despite my parents slow upward move into the
comfortable middle-class, they remained in this small house in an increasingly depressed and crime-ridden neighborhood for
40 years, traveling the world, buying fine clothes, eating excellent food served on an increasing array of fine dinnerware,
financing my college education.
The writer Richard Rodriguez, four years younger than I, grew up a few blocks away in a slightly better middle-class
neighborhood; we both graduated from the same Christian Brothers High School. Though from a different ethnic heritage, he
describes in his memoirs of Sacramento a similar feeling of the struggles of his parents to create a new identity as
“Americans.” “My mother and father,” he writes, “(with immigrant pragmatism) assumed the American tongue would
reinvent their
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children.”

Proper English had to be accompanied by proper manners for the reinvention to be successful.

The first time I remember clearly becoming aware of “etiquette” as an agreed-upon highly defined and very
complicated body of rules was in

th
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grade just at the end of World War II. I had gone to public schools until the end of

th
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grade, when my parents transferred me to a Catholic elementary school. Like most kids finding themselves at that erotically
charged age in a totally strange community, I felt very uncomfortable with boys and girls who had known each other for at
least six years. They were all Catholics, mostly from lower working-class families whose grandparents, like mine, had been
born in the Old World. A few weeks into the school year, I received an invitation in the mail to a Halloween party at one of
the girl’s houses. It was the ordinary kind of kid’s invitation you buy in drugstores, a playful design of pumpkins and goblins
with blanks filled in with the date and time of the party. I could feel my mother nervously rising to a very important social
occasion as she tried to figure out the appropriate way for me to respond. The stakes seemed higher than one might expect.
She got out her Emily Post to consult the section on responses to invitations. Because there were no directions for pubescent

Halloween parties, she followed its instructions for replies to invitations for weddings, formal parties and teas, having me
painstakingly copy in black India ink this prescribed reply on the required blank ivory card:
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Donald Hanlon Johnson accepts with pleasure your invitation to a Halloween party on October Thirty-First,
Nineteen Hundred and Forty-Six,
at Twelve Hundred and One “K” Street
from Seven to Nine O’clock Post Meridian.

Then she took me to Weinstock and Lubin’s Department Store where I was fitted out in a double-breasted tan linen
suit, a white shirt with french cuffs, a tie, and wing-tip leather shoes. I arrived at the party. A small modest house like ours.
The boys and girls, all easily familiar with each other, were wearing the casual clothes you might expect. I have a photograph
of me standing there looking like a newly arrived immigrant on Ellis Island in my ill-fitting suit and bewildered facial
expression. I sensed that the formal reply and my dress had provoked some gossip about my weirdness. I did not
“understand”, did not know “how to do it”; was in no sense a master of the techniques I thought were required just to have
fun with my classmates.
After I graduated from college, by then thoroughly schooled in Emily Post, I entered the Jesuit novitiate to begin my
studies for the priesthood and the long years of initiation into the religious order. Each Saturday morning, Fr. Joe Meehan, a
dry-humored husky San Francisco Irish priest who would have done well as a fire chief or democratic ward boss, would enter
our lecture hall, draw out a large white linen napkin, a set of silverware, plates, delicate cups, and crystal, ordering them
properly on the desk in front of him, purse his lips as he seated himself daintily, and give us lessons on how to use the
utensils, the proper glasses for red and white wine, how to wipe excess food from one’s lips and dispose of olive pits, how to
stifle possible burps—all in good Irish wit. I was puzzled about why we, who were devoting our lives to becoming mystics
and missionaries charged by the Pope with bringing the message of Jesus to the furthest reaches of the world, were having
these classes in secular niceties. It was only much later that I came to realize that we were being educated to sit among the
upper classes who funded our vast networks of high schools and universities. Most Jesuits, like myself, came from workingclass families. Their parents, however, had not been as concerned as mine about the manners of the upper classes. Learning
the language of elegant tables was a missionary strategy every bit as important as learning the language of the country in

which one was living—Japan, China, India, Russia. A burping bumpkin with food hanging from his chin would hardly be
effective in his mission to insinuate Christian doctrine into the best homes where power lay.
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***
During the writing of this piece, my 8-year old son seems coincidentally to be going through an etiquette stage of
development. He hears from our neighbors on green cards from England with three children how much looser manners are
here in California. From other Japanese friends with two boys who live nearby, and from my own stories of Japan, he knows
that manners there are different from here and England. He knows, for example, that Japanese pride themselves on
developing lip muscular to slurp soba with a potent sound. He has heard me talk about the sucking concerts in Tokyo noodle
counters and he has watched our friends slurp. He been to France and Italy and knows that Europeans twirl their pasta around
a fork with the help of a large spoon before they bring it quietly into the mouth. As we were eating dinner together at home
recently he said to me, “I never want to live in England.” Why is that, I asked. “They have too strict manners,” he replied, “I
want to live in Japan where they slurp.” He continues, impishly putting his finger in his nose then into his mouth, “Would
they like this in England, Dad?” “How about this,” letting out a huge burp, than a fart. “Would grandma like it if I did this,”
getting up and running boisterously around the table.
Bourdieu argues that manners define:
. . .a whole relationship to animal nature, to primary needs and the populace who indulge them without restraint; it is a
way of denying the meaning and primary function of consumption, which are essentially common, by making the
meal a social ceremony, an affirmation of ethical tone and aesthetic refinement. . . . this whole commitment to
stylization tends to shift the emphasis from substance and function to form and manner, and so to deny the crudely
material reality of the act of eating and of the things consumed, or, which amounts to the same thing, the basely
material vulgarity of those who indulge in the immediate satisfactions of food and
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drink.

His otherwise brilliant analysis misses a point here, probably because he lived within a much more rigidly constructed
society. My son’s behavior is not accurately described as animal in nature, or as crudely material. It is in fact uniquely
human, saturated with trickster humor, cross-cultural insight, and devices cleverly designed to upset his grandmothers, and
adult guests who appear in his eyes to be a little too serious. This is not the behavior of our pet dog. My concern as a father
is not to abstract him from his body, but to help him gain respect for others, a sense of their needs as well as his own. My

work is create a more pleasurable social situation where he is not disrupting our meals by commandeering all the attention so
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that others are unable to interact without focusing solely on him, or by emitting offensive odors and sounds. In that sense,
learning manners is like learning the rules of cross-country skiing, playing a musical instrument, or dancing, practices that
make human interaction more pleasurable. These strategies do not need to have the primary aim of making one less animal or
bodily, but less aggressive and narcissistic.
Norbert Elias argues that the rules of etiquette are like the rules of dance; what he calls “figurations,” the creative
forms that shape particular communities out of many individuals:
One should think of a mazurka, a minuet, a polonaise, a tango, or rock ‘n’ roll. The image of the mobile figurations of
interdependent people on a dance floor perhaps makes it easier to imagine states, cities, families, and also capitalist,
communist, and feudal systems as figurations. By using this concept we can eliminate the antithesis, resting finally on
different values and ideals, immanent today in the use of the words “individual” and “society.” Once can certainly
speak of a dance in general, but no one will imagine dance as a structure outside the individual or as a mere
abstraction. The same dance figurations can certainly be danced by different people; but without a plurality of
reciprocally oriented and dependent individuals, there is no

5
dance.

I had trouble with both social dances and manners, always feeling like I had five thumbs and sprained ankles. Like
social dances, manners can make people feel clumsy and ill at ease, envious of their betters, enhance their fun, lead to
wonderfully erotic encounters, …
For me and many of my contemporaries, the 1960s were among other things a rebellion against the figurations of the
previous generation, both their etiquette and social dances. I found myself revelling in free-form rock-and-roll and table
manners. The first time I took LSD, I indulged in the ecstatic pleasure in devouring a wonderful meal like a dog, shoveling
the food in my mouth with my bare hands, slurping, smearing the juices over my face. I let my hair grow unkempt, wore
shaggy clothes, belched and farted at will. When I paid my first visit to Esalen Institute in Big Sur at that time, I encountered
the Fritz Perls Gestalt community who believed that manners were inauthentic. If you said “good morning” to someone, he
looked at you with a cold stare letting you know what a phoney he thought you were. I felt as awkward and uncomfortable at
Esalen in those years as I did at the
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grade Halloween party. It was the beginning of a new “figuration” in America that

might be called the “do-your-own-thing” figuration, which has polluted our social life, leaving us with insensitive drivers,

loud babblers in small restaurants, hikers in the back country peeing directly in the clear streams, leaving toilet paper beside
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the lupen, polluting the majestic sounds of the winds with their cell phones.

In 2002, the research group Public Agenda, funded by the Pew Trust, released a study entitled: “Aggravating
Circumstances: A Status Report on Rudeness in America.” It found that 80% of the adults surveyed believed that lack of
respect and courtesy is a serious problem in American society, on the highways, office, stores, TV, and many other social
settings. The president of the group reports: “Lack of manners for Americans is not whether you confuse the salad fork for
the dinner fork. It is about the daily assault of selfish, inconsiderate behavior that gets under their skin on the highways, in
the office, on TV, in stores and the myriad other settings where they encounter
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fellow Americans.”

***
Eros and etiquette?
A far-fetched link for Westerners where eroticism, like violence, is mistaken as primitive and animalistic. Best when
done spontaneously, wildly, following one’s passions, whose only formalities should be based on medical safety. Pornography
more than aesthetics. And yet, think of the frustration at insensitive comings and goings.
Michel Foucault brought to light the radical contrast between Western and Asian discourses on erotics. If one wishes
to find the major texts on sexuality in the West, one turns to the overstuffed libraries of Christian moral theology and popular
medicine, in which the exclusive concerns are sins and bodily pathologies, with “sexuality” confined to the urogenital tract.
In cultures from Japan to Turkey, by radical contrast, one finds the treasures of erotic poetry and fiction, painting and
sculpture, and sophisticated texts giving directions for erotically based meditations. Instead of the crass pornography that
litters our bookstores and browsers, there are the gardens of earthly delights cultivated by skilled artists and spiritual teachers.
In those traditions, emphasis is on deliberate and systematic intensification of the infinite variety of pleasures available in
refined erotic activity. “Sexuality” encompasses the whole body in harmonious concert with other bodies, and involves
breathing practices, conscious direction of bodily excitations, stretching muscles, directing attention of various bodily
regions, visualizations, and chanting. At the same time, the practices are done within an atmosphere of cultivating
fundamental spiritual qualities like nuanced thoughtfulness, kindness, authenticity, love, and respect, the soul of etiquette.
Mastery of erotic manners enhances the intensity of sexual pleasure just as mastery of social graces enhance the delights of
conversation over dinner.

A confusion of etiquette and morals in Christian Europe is partly to blame for our debased notions of eros. Etiquette
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and moral virtue are so close they are often mistaken for each other. The Greek term for ethics, εθος, meant customs, the way
a community organized itself, Elias’s “figurations.” Aristotle’s Ethics argued that the study of customs was important to
determine which particular practices led to what he defined as the shared goal of all human activity, happiness, and how those
practices might be refined. In that original sense, etiquette was linked with gentlemanly satisfactions rooted in a harmonious
(patriarchal, of course) community. As in China and India, the study of the figurations of human behavior had to do with the
fullest development of the human community, allowing the ultimate flowering of its capacities of pleasure and wisdom.
In the
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Century, Thomas Aquinas and a host of medieval theologians transformed Aristotle’s goal of well-oiled

humane intercourse into the pursuit of the salvation of one’s eternal soul created by a God who laid down laws defining
goodness and its pursuit. They created a synthesis of classical Greek ethical philosophy with the great body of rules found in
the ancient Christian Penitentials, documents that detail every possible sin and the conditions for its forgiveness. My guess is
that few laymen have any sense that this weird strain of reasoning about human foibles exists in the dark halls of the
monasteries and the Vatican. The early Penitentials were the first attempts to spell out the complexities of sin, degrees of
seriousness, and the specific penances that would lead to their forgiveness. As literary texts, they bear more similarity to the
writings of Baudelaire and de Sade than to cleaner philosophical tracts. In Bosch-like fantasy, they fantasize in bizarre detail
any sin that any cleric might commit in his wildest flights of desire. In a not atypical passage, for example, the first Irish
monks wrote:
Anyone who eats the flesh of a horse, or drinks the blood or urine of an animal, does penance for three years
and a half. Anyone who drinks liquid in which there is a dead mouse does seven days’ penance therefor. Anyone who
drinks or eats the leavings of a mouse does penance for a day and a night. Theodore says that although food be
touched by the hand of one polluted or by dog, cat, mouse, or unclean animal that drinks blood, this does no harm.”
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One might think that this prescription had more to do with manners than with morality: disgusting behavior, not to be done in
public. But these prescriptions typically enter a realm where the disgusting is elided with the morally reprehensible:
"He who sins with a beast shall do penance for a year; if by himself, for three 40-day periods; if he has clerical
rank, a year; a boy of fifteen years, forty days. He who defiles his mother shall do penance for three years with
perpetual exile."

Here you can see the dubious conflations of radically different kinds of behavior (sex with sheep and with one’s
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mother) that have something to do with the sad state of morality of priests and bishops exposed in recent years. It is as if the
cataloguing of thousands of fantasy trees obscured the forest of love and respect.
The transformation from the humane view of Aristotle to the theological view of medieval scholasticism left intrinsic
contradictions. On the one hand, Jesus’s discourses emphasized love and care for other people. In that sense, etiquette clearly
bears on morality inasmuch as its rules are concerned with embodying intentions of kindness and respect. Despite that
foundational message, the overwhelming emphasis in Catholic moral theology was not on nurturing the human community,
but on obeying the imagined dictates of God, often in behaviors that have no discernible relationship to the well-being of
other human beings. Nowhere is that confusion of morality and etiquette more apparent than in the realm of erotics.
When I was in the final stages of my Jesuit initiation, about to be ordained and put into the Confessional, our most
important preparatory course was in moral theology. It was an infamous course, talked about for years during our preparatory
training, with covert references to its kinky sexual content. Like the ancient Penitentials, the course indeed had a tone of
surreal and twisted sexual fantasy. Although we dealt with all the sins proscribed by the Ten Commandments and the six
special commandments of the Roman Church—stealing pears off local trees, lying, blaspheming, disobeying parents, tax
evasion—the emphasis was on “sins of the flesh.” We discussed every possible kind of sexual activity, imaginable orifice,
with large and small animals as well as different kinds of humans. Our textbook, used in Catholic seminaries throughout the
world, was the up-to-date version of the Penitentials. Its author was a German Capuchin Friar Heribert Jone, translated and
“adapted to the laws and customs of the United States of America” by Friar Urban Adelman in 1963. We examined intricacies
of masturbation skirted in high-school religion classes: It is alright for a man, wrote Friar Jone,
. . .to wash, go swimming, riding, etc. even though one foresees that due to one's particular excitability in this
regard, pollution will follow. Similarly, it is lawful to seek relief from itching in the sex organs, provided the irritation
is not the result of superfluous semen or ardent passion. In case one doubts about the cause of the itching he may
relieve it. It is likewise lawful in case of slight itching if only slight sexual stimulation is experienced
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therefrom.

Friar Jone prided himself on a modernist sensibility in finally having arrived at a non-sexist definition of “pollution”
as "complete sexual satisfaction obtained by some form of self-stimulation." He boasts of his formulation: “By evading
reference to 'semination' our definition evades the various controversies concerning the specific difference of this sin in men,

women, eunuchs, and those who have not reached the age of puberty, since only men are capable of secreting semen in the
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proper sense of the word.”

The argument justifying these weird imaginings was that since we were about to enter the dark confessional to hear
the full catalogue of human waywardness, we had to be prepared to diagnose every imaginable sin, and judge its degrees of
seriousness to determine the appropriate penance. And the sins that most concerned the “Fathers of the Church” were
masturbation and various forms of intercourse. Only very late in the history of moral theology did sins like social justice and
inflicting state-sanctioned torture begin to gain attention, and still now remain on the margins of Christian moral concerns.
By striking contrast, Buddhist, Taoist, and Hindu discourses about erotic behavior are more in the realm of etiquette
and configurations: how to increase the intensity of pleasure and mystical insight, how to approach one’s own body and one’s
partners, touch, breathe, engage bodily surfaces and orifices, use flowers, perfumes, oils, music, and dress. The rules here,
like good table manners, are about enhancing the pleasures of congress.
While it is true that Asian monastic communities observe celibacy, the practice is far more informal than in
Catholicism. From my observations of rimpoches and gurus, it is more a matter of etiquette than of morals, practiced as a
matter of refinement, but like rules of etiquette, often transgressed in the dark of the night or a private bedroom. The
obsessive imaginings characteristic of European moral texts find their parallels in Hinduism and Buddhism only in the
complex metaphysical texts outlining the myriad levels of consciousness one traverses in intricate practices of meditation.
There are certainly moral prescriptions in these traditions, but by comparison to the Catholic tradition, they are minimal in
content, dealing, for example, with obligations of husband to wife and children, and the duties of various stages of growing
older.
***
From the dinner table and the bedroom to the cells of political torture and fields of slaughter.
The dedication page of Norbert Elias’s analysis of the so-called civilizing process is haunting:
Dedicated to the Memory of My Parents
Hermann Elias, d. Breslau 1940
Sophie Elias, d. Auschwitz, 1941 (?)

I cannot believe it was written without deliberate and grief-striken irony that the behaviors which he is about to describe so
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dispassionately in the following volumes, identified as the marks of high civilization, characterized the very men who
supervised the murder of his parents.
Natural tendencies towards humane behaviors can indeed find in manners a help towards their flowering, but such
behaviors are by no means guaranteed by mastering the manners themselves. In our own generations, we have seen masters
of etiquette engineer extreme horrors. The chilling film “Closetland” gives an accurate fictional portrayal of what typically
happens in educated and skilled political torture. With Philip Glass’s music hauntingly in the background, Alan Rickman
plays the torturer of a young woman author of children’s fantasy books, who is charged with using the metaphors of her
books to criticize an anonymous regime. He is elegantly dressed in a grey suit, white shirt and tie; has impeccable manners,
punctuated by the briefest blow here, a sudden piercing there, an electrode quickly shoved into the woman’s orifices, but
without giving up for more than a moment his exterior graciousness. His exquisite refinement is what makes the physical
pain of the torture even more horrible. This, and countless real instances like it throughout the world, are not the acts of
individuals out of control in bloodlust, but highly educated manifestations of civilized, even scientific reason. Like the
Holocaust, this kind of behavior requires sophisticated chemists and biologists, architectural and transportation engineers,
psychiatrists, physicians, the kinds of professionals who staff our tax-supported School of the Americas in Georgia, the
Harvard of schools for political torturers from favored allies around the world.
In tandem with Elias’s work on manners, one might read the older Austrian Wilhelm Reich’s The Mass Psychology of
Fascism, which offers a link between obsession with etiquette and political madness. Why, Reich asks, did the masses
support Hitler? He argues that certain kinds of figurations produce a character that habitually and automatically looks outside
him or herself for direction. If these figurations are effectively broadcast to the point where they seize hold of the imagination
of the masses, they succeed in producing a habitual self-defeating identification of the masses with oppressive hierarchical
power. Longing to belong to a world whose rules elude them, conditioned to strive to be something they do not understand,
they lose contact with their own humane feelings for others.
At first it is only the idea of being like one’s superior that stirs the mind of the employee or the official, but gradually,
owing to his pressing material dependence, his whole person is refashioned in line with the ruling class. . . . He lives
in materially reduced circumstances, but assumes gentlemanly postures on the surface, often to a ridiculous degree.

He eats poorly and insufficiently, but attaches great importance to a ‘decent suit of clothes. A silk hat and dress coat
become the material symbol of this character
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structure.

Reich argues that vast numbers of clear-thinking good-hearted Germans who could see the horrors coming were unable to
rally enough strength to stop them because they assumed that people are moved primarily by “reason,” when, in fact, it is the
costumes, music, symbols, the hypnotic cadences of Hitler’s speeches playing on primal fears.
The revolutionary movement also failed to appreciate the importance of the seemingly irrelevant everyday habits,
indeed, very often turned them to bad account. The lower middle-class bedroom suite, which the ‘rabble’ buys as
soon as he has the means, even if he is otherwise revolutionary minded; the consequent suppression of the wife, even
if he is a Communist; the ‘decent’ suit of clothes for Sunday; ‘proper’ dance steps and a thousand other ‘banalities,’
have an incomparably greater reactionary influence when repeated day after day than thousands of revolutionary
rallies and leaflets can ever hope to counterbalance. Narrow conservative life exercises a continuous influence,
penetrates every facet of everyday life. . .

10

The more dramatic and less intimate answer to my original question of why study the delicate subject of etiquette at
this dark period in history rather than leaving it for Miss
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Manners

is that it is one factor in developing a contemporary mass

psychology of fascism, stripping bare any illusions that people dressed in well-pressed suits and ties, behaving with easy
courtesy and urbane humor cannot be vicious terrorists or devout thieves. Focus on minute rules of behavior can distract the
gentleman or woman, and the communities under their sway, from the reasons for the rules, the nurturance of the human
community. Like the pedophilic priest and his protector bishop schooled in the subtleties of Heribert Jone, well-mannered
government, military, and global corporate executives have learned to shut off their feelings for the humans they are abusing,
let alone the earth that supports us, no matter how much they apologize or shed tears of seeming grief.
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